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STAR 7

Názov školy:

Meno a priezvisko žiaka:

Počet bodov:
(Doplní usporiadateľ)
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1. Choose the correct tense and then circle it.
This is Mrs White. She 1. ____ a primary school teacher. She 2. ____ English, Maths and Geography. 
She 3. ____ in London and 4. ____ married to George, who is French. They 5. ____ three children. 
They all 6. ____ animals. Mrs White is busy now because her niece Sophie 7. ____ with them. 
She 8. ____ in Liverpool but she 9. ___ her mid-term break in London at the moment.
Sophie 10. ___ shopping. So now she 11. ____shopping in the local shopping centre with her aunt and her 
family. They 12. ____ their time together.

1. A. is B. be C. is be

2. A. teach B. teaches B. is teaching

3. A. are living B. is living C. lives

4. A. bes B. is C. be

5. A. are having B. have C. has

6. A. love B. are loving C. is loving

7. A. stays B. is staying C. is staiing

8. A. living B. is living C. lives

9. A. has B. is having C. have

10. A. love B. loves C. is loving

11. A. do B. does C. is doing

12. A. are enjoy B. are enjoying C. is enjoying

_____ / 12

2. Choose and circle the correct preposition.

1. Sam has got a house AT / ON / IN / TO Mexico.

2. It is sunny today! Let´s go IN / TO / AT / ON the park. 

3. Is there a post office  AT / ON / IN / TO the right?

4. My brother is AT / IN / TO / ON home. 

5. Nathan enjoys living  AT / ON / IN / TO Greece.

6. She usually goes  IN / TO / AT / ON the gym after school.

7. My twins were born AT / IN / TO / ON 1982.

8. There is a station next  AT / IN / TO / ON my house.

_____ / 8
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3. Read the article. Write T for true or F for false sentences. 

There are eight planets in our solar system: Mercury, Venus, 
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. 
The Sun is at the centre of our solar system. 
It is a star and all the planets go around it. 
Earth is the planet where people live on. 
Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun. It is also the smallest
planet. Mercury is very hot, but the hottest planet is Venus. 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are the coldest planets. 
Neptune is also the farthest planet from the Sun. 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are very big, 
but Jupiter is the biggest planet of all.

1. Jupiter is the smallest planet. ____ 5. Saturn is a very small planet. _____
2.There are nine planets in our solar system. ____ 6. Neptune is a very big planet. _____
3. The Sun is at the centre of our solar system. ____ 7. Mercury is the closest planet to the sun. ____
4. Earth is the planet where people don´t live on. _____ 8. Neptune is the coldest planet. _____

_____ / 8
4. Choose and colour the correct box.

1. Where   you yesterday?

2. How long     Peter live in the USA?

3. Why you call me last week?

4. Who your best friend when you      a child?

5. What time        Mary arrive in the evening?

6. When her meeting?

7. What time         the men at the cinema?

8. When you in Canada?

9. Who        she go on holiday with? _____ / 10

wasdid were

did was were

were was did

were did was were was did

were was did

did was were

did was were

did was were

were was did

Let yourself shine
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5. Choose the correct word and then underline it.

1. I went shopping yesterday but I couldn´t find nobody / anything / everything that I liked.

2. Thomas ate somebody / anywhere / everything from his lunch box.

3. I didn´t go anywhere / everything / nowhere on holiday. I didn´t have enough money.

4. I put my glasses something / somewhere / anywhere in my office but I don´t know where.

5. Somewhere / Everything / Somebody ate my chocolate! Who was it?

6. I can´t meet you tomorrow because I have anywhere / anything / something important to do.

7. There are a lot of empty seats so we can sit anywhere / nobody / something we like.

_____ / 7

6. What grammar is it? Write PS for Past Simple and PP for Present Perfect.

1. I have lost my purse just now. __________

2. Last year, I didn´t travel to London. __________

3. She has washed her car. __________

4. They have started a new job. __________

5. Did you have dinner last night? __________

6. Where have you been? __________

7. I finished work, walked to the beach and had a picnic with my friends. __________

8. Have you ever visited Asia? __________

9. I have never been there. __________

10. Why didn´t you come last weekend? __________

11. Were they here on Monday? __________

12. Have you called your sister yet? __________

_____ / 12

indefinite 
pronouns
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7. Choose the correct tense and then circle.
1. The plane WAS FLYING / FLEW to Paris 6. Jim WAS BREAKING / BROKE his leg 
when it crashed. when he was playing golf.

2. The students WAITED / WERE WAITING 7. My father WAS COOKING / COOKED lunch 
when it started to rain. when I got home.

3. The children PLAYED / WERE PLAYING games 8. Sue WAS WASHING / WASHED the dishes 
when their mother called. when the phone rang.

4. Someone WAS TAKING / TOOK Lucy´s wallet 9. When the teachers WERE COMING / CAME in 
while she was making a phone call. the classroom, two boys were playing football.

5. When our mum WALKED / WAS WALKING in 10. She WAS RIDING / RODE her bike when she 
my brother was jumping on the bed. broke her leg. 

_____ / 10
8. Choose the correct word and then write it on the line.

1. do ____________________ homework a museum rubbish

2. visit ____________________ your family roller skates a horse

3. live ____________________ a house abroad a cake

4. have ____________________ pick up dinner live

5. listen ____________________ building to the radio film

6. cut ____________________ a prize my hair a test

7. win ____________________ a competition won lose

8. get  ____________________ leave up come

9. ride ____________________ car a horse tractor

10. play ____________________ toy chess breakfast

_____ / 10
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9. Check the pictures. Underline the correct word.

1. a planet/ a spaceship 2. a square/ a tornado 3. a rocket/ an avalanche

4. a spaceship/ a river 6. a museum/ a volcanic eruption   

5. a fountain/ a statue
7. a forest fire/ a tornado 8. an explosion/ a satellite

_____ / 8

10. Look and decide. Use A. for WILL and B. for GOING TO. Write only A. or B. on the line.

1. Oh look! It ________ snow soon.

2. Next summer I ________ backpack around Europe.

3. Ring! Ring! I ________ answer it.

4. I think our team ________ win the match.

5. In 2055 robots ________ be our teachers.

6. Tonight we ________ have a birthday party for my brother.

7. My friends ________ go to the movies tonight.

8. I hope that he ________ pass the English test.

9. He ________ study for the test tomorrow.

   10. Your bags are very heavy. I ________ help you!

_____ / 10

Let yourself shine
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11. Check all these forms. Write only the letters of the correct forms of these verbs.

A. B. C.
COME STEAL LOSE
CAME STOLE LOST
CAME STOLEN LOSE

E. F. G. H.

LEARN BUY WAKE SPEND

LEARNT BOUGHT WOKE SPENT

LEARNT BOUGHT WOKEN SPENT

Your answers: ___________________________________

_____ / 5

Let yourself shine


